
Note: This checklist is a starting point with suggestions. Different situations call for additional 
considerations. Ensure to ADD the primary remedies recommended by your consultant for each area. 
While it’s better to store items in a basement, too many stored items may keep you ‘stuck in a rut’ and 
not moving forward. Attics are associated with the future so keep storage to a minimum in attics. 

Tackle one room at a time -- the ones you spend the most time in first

Try the priority order below for optimal results sort items into: 

display / keep 

store - where? 

give away - to whom? ---> attach post-it 

toss - recycling or rubbish 

Ultimate Feng Shui Checklist 

Frotntrance
Energy enters here -- it is the opening for chi and sets the tone 

Begin Space Clearing
Remember why you’re doing it -- to generate more positive energy flow

gather boxes, rubbish bags, storage containers, post-it notes, etc to help with organizing 

Clear the entryway to your home. Let the chi (energy) flow right into your home and life by ridding your 

home’s front entry of obstacles. Such things as looming plants or vines, old newspapers, bikes, and toys 

in your front path may limit the amount of energy entering your home. Clear out anything behind your 

door for even more benefits.

What does the exterior look like leading up to the front door? is it clean, inviting, with room to 

maneuver?

Is the door mat worn out -- time for a new one? 

Once insidOnce inside, is it an open, inviting space?

Can the door be opened easily or is it blocked by objects? Make sure your front door is in good 

working order. It shouldn’t scrape the floor or squeak, and the doorknob, hinges, and locks should all be 

secure. This cure allows you to release your frustrations and anxieties and smoothes your life path.

Is there room for guests to put their shoes?

Does the front closet have space for guest jackets, gloves, etc? are there seasonal items on display 

from last season? 

A few inviting touches are welcoming -- A few inviting touches are welcoming -- keep it open and bright 

Position your bed to feel safe, loved, and great. Place your bed in the Commanding Position of your 

bedroom. This spot is the one farthest from the door but where you’re still able to see the doorway and 

anyone approaching while you’re lying in the bed. Placing your bed in the Commanding Position 

allows you to be stronger, calmer, and in charge.

The best material for a bed is wood.

Any style works as long as you have breathing room under the bed.

This leaves the beds with storage options and the veThis leaves the beds with storage options and the very low beds out of the good feng shui beds cat-

egory. Easy. A good headboard is a must for a good feng shui bed. 

Best feng shui headboards are the ones that are solid and made from wood, or the upholstered ones, 

as they have a very good combination of solid, but also gentle and supporting feng shui energy for 

you and your bedroom.

The bedroom is dedicated to sleep and intimate activities -- reflects a relaxing, rejuvenating 

environment

Ensure all work-related items and computer are in another room

TV, electronics, exercise equipment are elsewhere -- if you can’t do without a TV, at the very least 
cover it during sleep

Ensure no mirrors facing bed - cover with neutral color at night if unable to move no beams above 

bed -- beams aligned between 2 people is especially damaging to a relationship

No live flowers or plants -- silk ones are fine

No active water or Images of water

The images reflect harmoniouThe images reflect harmonious, loving relationship between adults 

Best colors for your bed linens are the so-called skin colors, combined with the decor colors you love 

in your bedroom.

Master Bedroom
The stronger you are, the better you are able to help your family 

Bed is set up effectively facing your best direction

Other Bedrooms
Bed positioned well to support a personal best direction

 

Family pictures are updated

Photos of children are placed in their personal Success direction to support them better

Warm, joyful images supporting harmony

No violent, menacing or predatory images

Magazines, books or games are organized and limited in number -- rotate toys/games for small 

children

Objects are pleasanObjects are pleasant, attractive, meaningful for occupants

Plants are in good shape -- thriving, vibrant

No cactus or sharp-edged plants 

Keep it clean and organized -- in the pantry too

 

Keep the surfaces clear

Keep the cooker surface clean (important for prosperity) 

Solid headboard

Children’s pictures and decor are current with their present age & goals clothing / toys are organized -- 

closet organizers, storage bins, baskets no large electronics or exercise equipment -- no TV, computer in 

bedroom (especially for young children; more challenging for teenagers but remember the purpose of the 

bedroom)

No violent or predatory images

No live flowers or plantsNo live flowers or plants

No mirrors facing bed - cover with neutral color at night if unable to move no beams or shelving above or 

pointing toward bed 

Living Room/ Family Room
 

Kitchen
Connected with nourishing life energy, wonderful smells and tastes toss anything 

expired or no longer use

Dining Room
Associated with life giving bounty and nurturing relationships keep the focus on 

intention of room - dining experience and interaction have everyone seated facing 

their best directions

A mirror reflecting the table is beneficial -- when not in use, fresh flowers or fruit on the table

represent abundance and are ‘doubled’ by the mirror 

Closets, Laundry, Storage Areas 
Utility rooms in general have less impact; however, too much clutter anywhere creates 

stagnant, unhealthy energy 

Keep these areas organized regularly reduce amount stored -- get rid of items no longer 

used 

Put toilet cover down before flushing (to contain contents) close bathroom door even when 

not in use 

To keep your funds from being drained, keep your bathroom doors closed, hang full-length 

mirrors on the outsides of your bathroom doors, and keep your drains closed when not in use 

(cover the sink drain, stop the tub, and keep the toilet lid closed).

Bathrooms 
No pictures of family, friends, projects or goals


